Project Summary

The OC Loop vision is 66 miles of seamless connections and an opportunity for people to bike, walk and connect to many of OC’s most popular destinations. Several gaps have been identified along the OC Loop—closing these gaps would effectively increase connectivity, expand transportation options and enhance regional opportunities. The County is currently working with communities to close these gaps.

WHAT

Join County staff, and the Cities of Placentia, Brea and Yorba Linda to present the potential trail alignment to close the gap, known as “Segment D” and to receive input from the community. Segment D will stretch approx. 1.1 miles through portions of the three cities, from Las Flores Drive, adjacent to Imperial Highway to south of Bastanchury Road to connect with the existing El Cajon Trail.

COMMUNITY MEETING

Meeting Date and Time:
Thursday, November 1, 2018
6 — 7:30 pm

Meeting Location:
Placentia City Hall
401 E. Chapman Ave. Placentia, CA 92870